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Abstract. The paper presents the concept, implementation and operational effects of the multi-servers automatic reactive power compensation 
system in 6 kV industry electrical power grid. As controlled reactive power compensators were used synchronous motors, capacitors’ banks and 
passive filters of higher harmonics available in the power grid of the plant. System of communication and collaboration of control servers with 
databases was disclosed. Use of events technology of Firebird database was discussed. Clients’ application for industry grid state and 
compensation system monitoring were presented. Results of operation and planned modernization of the system was presented.  
 
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono koncepcję, realizację praktyczną oraz efekty działania wieloserwerowego systemu automatycznej 
kompensacji mocy biernej w przemysłowej sieci elektroenergetycznej 6 kV. Jako kompensatory mocy biernej wykorzystane zostały silniki 
synchroniczne, baterie kondensatorów i pasywne filtry wyższych harmonicznych pracujące w zakładzie. Przedstawiono system informatyczny i 
współpracę z bazą danych. Omówiono wykorzystanie technologii zdarzeń bazy danych Firebird w prezentowany rozwiązaniu. Przedstawiono 
oprogramowanie klienckie wykorzystywane do monitorowania pracy systemu i stanu sieci elektroenergetycznej. Przedstawiono przykładowe efekty 
działania oraz propozycje dalszych prac związanych z modernizacją systemu. (Wieloserwerowy system automatycznej kompensacji mocy 
biernej z bazą danych Firebird) 
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Introduction 

Reactive power compensation is aimed to relieve an 
electrical grid of reactive currents flow, what is achieved by 
elimination the phase shift between the fundamental voltage 
and current harmonics and by elimination of higher 
harmonics in the load current regardless of the form of the 
supply voltage [1, 2]. In such conditions minimizing current 
and apparent power of the source for a given active power 
of the load is achieved. In practice, there are many 
definitions of reactive power [3, 4, 5]. In many industrial 
electrical grids, is applied a partial compensation, based on 
the fundamental voltage and current harmonics 
compensation to maintain a power factor value within the 
desired range. For this purpose, as a source of reactive 
power are used capacitors, harmonics passive filters and 
synchronous compensators both in the form of unloaded 
and underloaded synchronous motors or generators [4, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10]. Passive harmonic filters used for eliminating 
selected harmonics are also sources of reactive power of 
the fundamental harmonic and can be used for tg factor 
correction. 

Failure to comply with the relevant technical parameters 
of the power consumed by customers at points of 
connection to the supplying power grid causes in additional 
fees charged by electricity suppliers. To reduce the costs of 
electricity reactive power consumed from the supply grid at 
each of the supply points of the plant should be 
compensated. 

The technical benefits effecting from the reactive power 
compensation are [1, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]:  
 increasing the possibility of active power flows at the 

same nominal current of power lines or the same active 
power flows at reduced line current, 
 improving voltage conditions of the grid by reducing the 

voltage drops, 
 reducing energy losses caused by reactive current flows, 
 reducing equipment failures by limiting the voltage 

variations in the grid, 
 improving power supply reservation conditions and 

reliability. 
The economic benefits of reactive power compensation 

are [11, 16]: 

 reducing fees for active energy consumed to cover 
transmission of reactive power losses, 
 eliminating extra fees charged for non-optimal reactive 

power consumption: consumption of electric energy with 
tg factor higher than specified in the contract, 
consumption of inductive reactive energy without active 
energy consumption and consumption of active energy 
with capacitive power factor. 
At varying active and reactive power consumption caused 

by a plant production cycle, the solution is automatic, real-
time, follow-up reactive power compensation system, 
allowing independent compensation of each supply point. 
For this purpose reactive power sources available in the 
internal power grid are used. 

 
Concept of the automatic reactive power compensation 
system 

Concept of the automatic reactive power compensation 
system is shown in Figure 1. The task of the compensation 
system are active and reactive power measuring in supply 
points of the plant, identification of the actual grid 
configuration and proper reactive power distribution to the 
individual, currently available, adjustable sources of reactive 
power. This task is performed by the main controller. 

 

 
Fig.1. Concept of the automatic reactive power compensation 
system 
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Synchronous machines local controllers are designed to 
supply given reactive power ensuring proper operation of 
the drive in the synchronous state [17]. Synchronous 
operation state is required by superior function of the drive 
system. Described implementation uses the 
ProgressPOWER microprocessor-controlled power supply 
units for the excitation of synchronous motor [18]. This 
device was developed in co-operation with the author. 

Local controllers for switching capacitor banks and filters 
of harmonics are parts of communication system. Control of 
capacitor banks matched with control of synchronous 
compensators realized properly by the main controller holds 
the power factor in the desired range [19]. Long term 
variations of reactive power caused by a plant production 
cycle are compensated by switching the appropriate 
sections of capacitors. Underloaded synchronous machines 
in the system of compensation allow stepless (continuous) 
reactive power regulation. They are used for reactive power 
momentary fluctuations compensation [2, 10, 18, 19, 20]. 

The adjustable value is power factor tg expressed by 
the equation: 

(1) 
P

Q
tg   

where: P – active power, Q – reactive power. 
The control algorithm based on measurements at the 

supply point of the plant determines the actual demand for 
change of reactive power of the supply transformer 
according to the equation: 
(2) QtgPQ zz  , 

where: Qz - required change of reactive power in the actual 
step of the regulation process, P, Q - the actual active and 
reactive power at the supply point, tgz - required power 
factor at the power supply point of the plant.  

Reactive power which should be generated by n 
available compensators is expressed by the relation: 

(3) 


n

i
izz QQQ

1
, 

where: Qi - actual reactive power of i-compensator. 
The problem of the reactive power optimization with 

additional criteria and restrictions in multilevel industry grid 
based on presented solution is analysed in [22]. Calculation 
algorithm aim to fulfill equation (3) ensuring power factor at 
the supply point of the plant at the required range.  

To enable the independent automatic compensation of 
each supply point the actual grid configuration should be 
known by the main controller. Figure 2 shows a part of the 
grid identified by one of the main controllers of described 
implementation. 

 
Fig.2. Part of the grid identified by the main controller of automatic 
reactive power compensation system 
 

Identified are states of switches and disconnectors in 
each of the fields of the switching stations shown in Figure 
2. This allows to match supplying transformers with each 

compensator. There are measured electrical parameters in 
each of the 110/6 kV power supply transformer and thyristor 
hoisting machines current. Measurement of hoisting 
machines current is to determine whether the machine 
operates, what requires switching on the appropriate filters 
of harmonics. There are also available measurements of 
synchronous drives, transmitted to the main controller by 
the local controllers of the synchronous machines. The 
state of the grid and measurements are stored in the 
database, enabling later system operation analysis. 

Informatics structure 
The presented idea of the automatic reactive power 

compensation system has been implemented in a large 
mining plant in Poland. A characteristic features of the plant 
grid are a considerable distance between the supply 
switching stations of the plant up to several km and the fact 
that separate parts of the grid are supplied independently. 

In Poland energy costs for industrial plants are calculated 
separately for each power supply point. For this reason it 
was decided to use multi-servers system which allows 
autonomous operation at each location, and at the same 
time it is prepared to work in the event of payment 
calculation change e.g. fees calculation based on groups of 
power suppling points or even for the entire plant. 

Figure 3 shows the informatics structure of the realized 
multi-servers reactive power compensation system. Control 
servers perform functions of main controllers as shown in 
Figure 2. Each control server is responsible for the 
independent part of the grid and cooperates with its own 
database. 

The described system consists of: 
 4 control servers and 4 databases, 
 9 switching stations 6 kV, 
 12 power supply transformers 110/6 kV, 
 22 sections of capacitors’ banks of power ratings from 0.6 

up to 2.4 MVAr, 
 4 filters of harmonics of power ratings from 1.8 up to 5.4 

MVAr 
 10 synchronous motors drive of fans with a power ratings 

from 1.5 up to 3.15 MW equipped with a microprocessor-
controlled unit for excitation with reactive power regulator 
[18], 

 switches position identification for about 100 selected 
fields of selected internal switching stations. 
 

 

Fig.3. Informatics structure of multi-servers reactive power 
compensation system 
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Communication in the system is carried out by Ethernet 
but some of devices are communicating with the control 
servers via RS-485 interface witch MODBUS protocol. 
Control servers provide information about the realized 
compensation process to clients’ applications. The client 
application has the ability to monitor the status of a part of 
the grid managed by each server and has got access to 
each database. 

Events technology of Firebird database 
Information about system changes is transmitted by the 

events technology of Firebird database [23, 24]. Events are 
simple notification messages transmitted asynchronously 
from the database server to the clients’ applications, 
initialized by the server. They act in a different way 
comparing to the typical mechanism of request-reply SQL 
databases. 

 

 

Fig.4. Diagram of client software and Firebird database server 
connecting process with support for events technology 

 
The mechanism of events uses an additional connection 

between the Firebird database server and a client’s 
application. After the client establishes a connection to a 
standard port to query SQL (RemoteServicePort), the 
server offers an additional communication channel by 

opening an additional port defined by the RemoteAuxPort 
configuration parameter and sends to the client information 
about this port number. The client’s application interested in 
receiving events may establish the additional connection to 
the offered RemoteAuxPort port. Diagram of client software 
and database server connecting process, with support for 
events technology, is shown in Figure 4 [25]. 

After establishing a connection with RemoteAuxPort the 
clients’ application declares that events are in the range of 
its interest by registering names of events in the Firebird 
database server. 

After the event appears all clients’ applications that have 
registered this event will be informed of its occurrence. 
Clients receive information about the name of the event and 
the number of its appearance. Reaction of the client’s 
application to retrieve information about occurrence of such 
event depends on the programmer. 

The event may be generated by the server for various 
cases set by the database administrator. As example in the 
described implementation, events associated with the grid 
configuration changes are generated by data table trigger. 
Trigger forwards the name of the table to the stored 
procedure. Next, the stored procedure calls POST_EVENT 
procedure with the received parameter. In this example, 
structure of a table containing information about the grid 
configuration and changes can be created by the command 
shown in Figure 5. 

The INPUT field contains the number of the changed 
signal. The INPUTS_1 ... INPUTS_N fields contain the 
binary values of all signals states. 

In order to provide information about the table where 
change occurred it was created the stored procedure with 
one input parameter. The parameter content is passed by 
trigger which executed this procedure. 

 
1: CREATE TABLE "GRID_CONFIG" 
2: ( 
3:  "ID_GRID_CONFIG"  BIGINT NOT NULL,  //primary key 
4:  "DATA"  TIMESTAMP,   //data and time  
5:  "INPUT"  INTEGER,   //changed signal  
6:  "INPUTS_1"  BIGINT,   //signals’ states 
7:  "INPUTS_2"  BIGINT,   //signals’ states 
8:  … 
9:  "INPUTS_N"  BIGINT,   //signals’ states 
10: CONSTRAINT "PK_GRID_CONFIG" PRIMARY KEY ("ID_GRID_CONFIG") 
11: ); 

Fig.5. Database table creation algorithm 

1: SET TERM ^;      //terminator replacement 
2: CREATE PROCEDURE "EVENT_SEND"    //procedure name 
3: ( 
4:   "TABLE_NAME" VARCHAR(64)      //procedure parameter 
5: ) 
6: AS BEGIN 
7:    POST_EVENT :TABLE_NAME;     //sending parameter 
8: END^ 
9: SET TERM ;^      //terminator replacement 

Fig.6. Stored procedure creation algorithm 

1: SET TERM ^;       // terminator replacement 
2: CREATE TRIGGER "GRID_CONFIG_TRIGGER" FOR "GRID_CONFIG" //trigger name 
3: ACTIVE AFTER INSERT OR UPDATE OR DELETE POSITION 0  //trigger activity 
4: AS BEGIN 
5:    EXECUTE PROCEDURE EVENT_SEND('GRID_CONFIG');  //procedure execution 
6: END^ 
7: SET TERM ;^       // terminator replacement 

Fig.7. Database table trigger creation algorithm 

1: SELECT FIRST 1 * FROM GRID_CONFIG ORDER BY ID_GRID_CONFIG DESCENDING 

Fig.8. Refreshment of actual grid configuration SQL-query 
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To automate the events transfer process triggers in the 
selected tables are created. For example, trigger for 
GRID_CONFIG table is created by the command shown in 
Figure 7. Thanks to use the Firebird database events 
technology, there is no need of periodical data refreshment 
to detect changes in the content stored in the database. 
Information is downloaded only in case of real change of 
the database content. 

Detection of the regulation procedure parameters 
changes is realized in a similar way. Authorized user of 
client’s application can set: given value of the power factor, 
switching time limits of capacitors’ banks and filters of 
higher harmonics, values of currents and time intervals to 
determine stops of hoisting machines, etc. 

Monitoring of the system 
Information from control servers and databases of the 

reactive power compensation system allowed to design 
clients’ software for monitoring the compensation processes 
and for the electrical grid state visualization. 

Communication is established by direct TCP/IP 
connections to each control server, combined with 
connection to each Firebird database with events receiving 
possibility. 

The software is intended for use in PCs with Windows 
operating system and can run in desktop mode or in the 
touch panel mode, e.g. embedded in the control cabinet. 

Clients’ applications provide access to actual and 
historical information related to the power grid state and to 
each compensator used in the reactive power 
compensation system. Examples of the information 
available in clients’ software in the touch panel mode are 
shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Fig.10. Active (P) and reactive (Q) power measured waveforms of 
thyristor’s hoisting machine during the operation cycle 

Results of operation  
Figure 10 shows the active and reactive power measured 

waveforms of thyristor’s hoisting machine during the 
operation cycle. 

It can be observed sudden changes of active power of few 
MW and reactive power of several MVAr. The highest 
consumption of reactive power occurs when thyristors are 
working with angle around 90, so when the hoisting engine 
is starting. Such reactive power changes are not possible to 
compensate by capacitors’ banks. Switching of capacitors’ 
banks is limited by need of their discharging before next 
switching on. However it is possible to compensate such a 
reactive power changes by follow-up compensation using 
controlled synchronous machines. 

 

 

 
Fig.11. Measurement waveforms of active and reactive power in 
one of the plant supply points and corresponding average 15 min. 
tg factor 

 
Figure 11 shows the selected measured waveforms in 

one of the power supply transformers of the part of the grid 
presented in Figure 3 and corresponding averaged 15-
minute tg measurements with the automatic reactive 
power compensation system implemented in the mining 
plant. As controlled sources of reactive power were used 
capacitors’ banks and synchronous motor drives of the 
mine main ventilation system fans. Harmonics’ filters of 
working hoisting machines have been switched on 
permanently. The required value of tg factor was 0.2 and 
acceptable values should stay in the range of 0.0-0.4. 

a)

  

b)

  

Fig.9. Monitoring of the reactive power compensation system and the grid state: a) measurements in power supply points of the plant, b) 
electrical grid configuration 
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Selected waveforms include the periods of operation and 
stoppage of hoisting machines. In the present case 
effectiveness of compensation for load variations shown in 
Figure 11 depends on the regulation range of adjustable 
follow-up reactive power synchronous machines. These are 
underloaded high power synchronous motors driving the 
mine underground ventilation fans. These synchronous 
motors are equipped with microprocessor controlled units 
for excitation supply. 

 
Conclusions and future work 

Many enterprises cover the additional costs of  electrical 
energy caused by improper management of the reactive 
power in spite of sufficient quantity of compensators and 
possibilities of controlling them. Experience taken from 
many Polish plants shows that attempts of reactive power 
compensation realized by human operators are often 
insufficient to provide the desired power factor. These 
attempts don’t allow to take into account other optimization 
criteria. 

The solution is the real-time follow-up automatic reactive 
power compensation system responsing to: active and 
reactive power load changes, switching in the plant power 
grid, compensators availability and control range changes. 
Practical experience shows that the presented reactive 
power compensation system allows to utilize full 
compensation abilities of installed devices. It makes 
possible to eliminate or substantially reduce the additional 
fees for exceeding reactive power out of allowable range. 
Presented, developed by the author, multi-servers 
automatic reactive power compensation system has been 
implemented by JJA Progress company in the large mining 
plant in Poland. 

Actually some elements of the system, due to its design, 
use a RS-485 communication standard. Planned 
modernization is based on use of hardware RS-485 to 
TCP/IP converters, allowing all devices to be accessed via 
Ethernet. Thanks to that each control server will get ability 
to communicate with each component of the system. This 
will increase the system reliability by replaceability of tasks 
performed by each server. Failed server will be 
automatically replaced with another. 

Despite of developing new compensation equipment such 
as: static Var compensators (SVCs) with thyristor-switched 
capacitors (TSCs), thyristor-controlled reactors (TCRs), 
self-commutated pulsewidth modulation (PWM) converters 
capable properly control generation or absorption of the 
reactive power, the reactive power compensation in 
industrial power grids realized by capacitors’ banks, passive 
harmonics filters and underloaded synchronous machines is 
often acceptable for the users, both in technical and 
economic terms. 
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